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Priority Projected Timing Bug ID Assignee Current Status Description Notes

CRITICAL 
Mozilla task, blocked 

by 651854 and 
642279

650033 MOZILLA OPEN

String Freeze and Extract Strings

CRITICAL
tbg awaiting 

feedback 5/18
651854 MOZILLA OPEN

Group questions and answers together in the PO files Need Keywords from Mozilla - Stas to get back with these

n/a 642348 Mozilla OPEN WebifyMe - Document Goals and Measurements Ryan, does Mayumi adequately answer this question, can we close this?

MODERATE 656754 TBG RE-OPEN
URLs without the trailing slash "/" result in an Internal 
Server Error / HTTP status code 500 - AttributeError 
'str' object has no attribute 'resolve'

Mozilla - PLEASE CONFIRM RESOLUTION

HIGH awaiting verification 656789 unassigned OPEN
Fix locale detection etc by upgrading to tower, 
commons middleware, etc

notes state that this should be fixed after #650033

normal N/A see note 656793 unassigned OPEN
[Feature Request] Move framework from Django 1.2.3 
to Playdoh

this would be out of scope for TBG as Django was the confirmed preferred platform 
prior to start of development.

MODERATE 651654 Mozillla OPEN
[WebifyMe] [WT] Add WebTrends tracking for quizzes 
started and completed

currently with Mozilla

LOW (for now)
n/a - based on when 

available
652718 Mozilla OPEN

Celebrity collages are missing from webifyme 
homepage

HOLD see notes 656437 Mozilla OPEN

[webifyme] POST request after completing the quiz is 
a 500

Tabled until launch

normal 656949 TBG RESOLVED

Define HTTP Caching strategy for Webifyme

MODERATE 642353 TBG RESOLVED

Add Webtrends tracking for Webify Me campaign tags available in bug

CRITICAL 654857 TBG RESOLVED

Document purpose of admin in Webifyme blockers 652718 658976 658981 658983

normal 656834 TBG RESOLVED

Hook up Responsys for newsletter email subscription Need RESPONSYS ID

CRITICAL 656764 RESOLVED

Not receiving Django traceback emails for 500 
Internal Server Errors

Duplicate of 656754 (resolved)

MINOR 650023 TBG RESOLVED

PEP-8 compliance

642279 TBG RESOLVED

WebifyMe has English strings in images OK, after a slew of changes, I think we're devoid of english strings in images that 
aren't either 'mozilla' or 'firefox'. Relevant commits are listed. 

652951 TBG RESOLVED

[WebifyMe] Change Firefox 4 references to just 
Firefox

Fixed this while working on bug 642279. Relevant commits listed.

HIGH 656786 TBG RESOLVED

Upgrade webifyme to Django 1.2.5 This is ready to go:
https://github.com/mozilla/webifyme/commit/
109a572d36ff32f66ea139dd8b1209b9ba6e3078

But in the django-upgrade branch (not master) pending #650033 completion - as 
soon as #650033 is complete / verified I can merge this in (takes about 5 minutes, 
i.e. we can assume that this is done but kept open so we don't forget to merge)

658976 TBG RESOLVED

Drop down sorting tab added to Gallery. Sort allowing 
only featured collages to be seen is not appearing on 
the Gallery page. 

Waiting on the server side code to be implemented in order to finish
integrating - Adam working on

658981 TBG RESOLVED

Admin Tool: Ensure Ability to Designate Featured 
Collages

Added in commits listed

658983 TBG RESOLVED

Admin Tool: Ensure ability to delete individual 
collages from gallery

link commits in GitHub

CRITICAL 659446 TBG RESOLVED

ISE- Operational Error 

653185 TBG RESOLVED

All the background images appear on one side of the 
screen. 

652987 TBG RESOLVED

Error 500 after completing the webifyme quiz

652702 TBG RESOLVED

Quiz not laoding due to JS error: questions[qldx] is 
undefined

651581 Duplicate Remove images with hardcoded strings
646688 Duplicate Goals and Metrics for webifyme.org campaign
652751 Duplicate http://webifyme-dev.allizom.org/ is a 500
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